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Appendix B  Figures L1 and L2 - Townscape    
Analysis 
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Appendix C  Townscape Impacts Worksheet and 
Appraisal 





Townscape Impacts Worksheet
Project: Derriford Roundabout and William Prance Road Major Scheme

Step 2 Step 4

Features Description Geographical Scale Rarity Importance Substitutability Baseline Changes Without Transport / 
Highway Scheme 

Impact

Layout This area of townscape is characterised around the Derriford Roundabout by 
the strong linear highway corridor of the A386, with areas of large scale 
buildings for commercial (retail, hotel, office) or hospital use with associated 
large areas of car parking, set within a strong green framework of mature trees, 
remnant hedgerows incorporated into the street layout and extensive areas of 
grass on verges and the roundabout. South of Sendall's Way junction with the 
A386, the linear corridor is wider, more open and has fewer trees within the 
highway grassed verges, with a mixture of large scale commercial buildings and 
residential streets extending to the east of the A386. The Crownhill Fort is 
located on elevated land to the west. More retail land use is around Plumber 
Road and the A386 descends into cutting below the B3413 Crownhill Road.

Regional and Local Low generally along the highway route, 
but with medium  rarity of the green 
character from mature trees and 
remnant hedgerows within wide green 
spaces within the road corridor and 
roundabout.

Medium to high level of importance as a 
gateway route or threshold into the city, 
and taking into account the presence of 
the adjacent Crown Hill Fort.

Within the site boundary, the layout is 
generally substitutable in the short-term; 
however the existing mature trees, 
remnant hedgerows and grass areas 
within the A386 carriageway and 
roundabout are only substituable in the 
long term (15-20 years+ for tree 
replacements to become effective 
mature features, with permenant loss of 
former hedgrow and ditch).

Although the layout is generally in 
keeping with the existing highway 
arrangements, there will be a 
moderate adverse effect arising from 
the loss of green space and mature 
trees which are a defining feature of 
the townscape character around the 
Derriford roundabout. 

Density and mix The A386 is a wide linear highway corridor. Built form adjacent to the corridor is 
of  medium density due to large commercial buildings and associated car park 
areas, with a higher density associated with the area of residential properties 
and smaller commercial buildings south of the Chariton Road junction.

Local Low Medium  to high reflecting the Derriford 
framework plan.

Substitutable No direct townscape effects upon  
density and mix.

Scale Large scale commercial mix of buildings adjacent to the A386 to the north of 
Chariton Road junction; residential properties to the eastern side of the A386 
between the Chariton Road junction and Palmer Road; medium scale retail 
buildings between  Palmer Road, the A386 route and Crownhill Road. Buildings 
generally sit low in the townscape and do not form prominent skyline focal 
points, such that there is little sense of enclosure from built form.

Local Low Low Substitutable Increase in scale of junctions and 
roads and reduction in enclosure arise 
as a result of additional vehicle lanes 
and the removal of mature trees from 
Derriford roundabout and central verge 
of the A386 southern approach to the 
roundabout. Townscape effect is 
considered to be slight adverse.

Appearance Commercial buildings adjacent to the site are a mixture of modern materials 
including metal cladding, glass, commercial signage. Brick used for the nearby 
residential properties. Lighting columns, traffic lights and signage associated 
with the highway corridor extends along the A386. The corridor has a strong 
green character north of the Sendall's Way junction, arising from the wide 
verges, remnant hedgerows and mature trees which were sympathetically 
retained within the existing road layout. South of the Sendall's Way junction, 
there are fewer trees in the highway corridor, although the adjacent Crownhill 
Fort provides an area of green space and vegetation to the route; however this 
length of the highway corridor appears more urban, with a harder appearance, 
and more associated with a major roadway into the city.

Local Low generally along the highway route, 
but with medium  rarity of the green 
character from mature trees and 
remnant hedgerows within wide green 
spaces within the road corridor and 
roundabout, and adjacent Crownhill Fort 
(SAM).

Low to medium Substitutable Moderate adverse effect arising from 
loss of mature trees and green 
character, increased views of 
development, traffic and hard 
surfaces.

Human interaction Overall a low level of pedestrian activity along the highway corridor, with the 
greatest pedestrian activity being across the green space of the Derriford 
Roundabout and centred around the fast food outlets, retail stores and bus 
stops. The highway corridor is dominated by traffic.

Regional and Local Low Medium Substitutable Little change to levels of pedestrian 
activity, resulting in a neutral effect.

Cultural Modern buildings and no real sense of a traditional or historic nature to the area. 
The mature trees and remnant hedgerows in grass areas in the centre of the 
highway and Derriford roundabout provide a hint of former landuse. The 
Crownhill Fort (Scheduled Ancient Monument) on a hill to the western side of 
the A386 is mostly hidden from view, at least during summer months, by its 
landform and mature trees around it, and there is little perception of the Fort 
from the highway corridor.

National (in relation to 
the adjacent SAM) 
regional and local

Low along the highway route, but high 
rarity of the adjacent Crownhill Fort 
(SAM)

Low along highway route, but high 
importance of adjacent Crownhill Fort 
(SAM)

Substitutable along highway corridor; 
adjacent Crownhill Fort (SAM) is Not 
Substitutable

Loss of mature trees and remnant 
hedgerow / ditch. Slight adverse 
townscape effect.

Land use

The site is a highway corridor, with adjacent land uses comprising commercial 
(retail, hotel, hospital, offices) and a small area of adjacent residential land use. 
The adjacent Crownhill Fort is open to the public, although owned by the 
Landmark Trust.

National (in relation to 
the adjacent SAM) 
regional and local

Low along the highway corridor Low to medium along the highway 
corridor

Substitutable No direct townscape effects upon  land 
use as changes wihtin highway 
boundaries..

Summary of 
character

Townscape character zone A: This character zone has a strong green 
appearance, provided by the large areas of grass within Derriford Roundabout, 
at the roundabout junctions and within the central reservation leading from the 
roundabout, southwards, to Sendall’s Way. These grass areas, the scale of the 
roundabout and subsequent limited enclosure, provide a sense of green open 
space and include small areas of shrub planting on the roundabout as well as 
individual trees and a strong line of mature trees along a former ditch and 
hedgerow. The open space and mature trees create a green gateway and sense 
of arrival, and help to reduce the dominance and scale of hard materials, traffic 
and urban character of the highway corridor.                                              
Townscape character zone B: This zone comprises attractive roads which 
include tree or shrub planting or grass verges alongside them, contain some 
road signage and although are main routes, they are narrower than the main 
A386 corridor and link between the Derriford roundabout and the retail, 
commercial, hotel and office land uses. These roads may also be in areas 
associated with recent development and have a sense of recent or forthcoming 
change around them.              Townscape character zone C: This character 
zone is dominated by the A386 transport corridor, with traffic, narrow central 
reservations and grass verges, occasional small individual trees within the 
central reservation area, and containing a plethora of road signage, junctions 
and traffic signals. The perception of this zone is very much one of being in an 
urban and fast moving major roadway into the city.

Regional and Local Townscape character zone A: Medium    
Townscape character zone B: Low 
Townscape character zone C: Low

Townscape character zone A: Medium     
Townscape character zone B: Medium     
Townscape character zone C: Low

Along the highway, the layout is 
generally substitutable in the short-term; 
however the existing mature trees, 
remnant hedgerows and grass areas 
within the A386 carriageway and 
roundabout are only substituable in the 
long term (15-20 years+ for tree 
replacements to become effective 
mature features, with permenant loss of 
former hedgrow and ditch).

Townscape character zone A: 
moderate adverse effect as a result 
of loss of mature trees and green 
character.                                       
Townscape character zone B: slight 
adverse effect as a result of widening 
lanes and loss of grassed verges.          
Townscape character zone C: neutral 
effect as this zone is already and 
urban transport corridor character, and 
although there will be some changes, 
these will not change the character of 
this zone.

Reference Sources

Step 5 - Summary Assessment Score

Qualitative Comments

Google Earth aerial photography; OS maps; Plymouth's Green Space Strategy 2008-2023 (Adopted 2009); Derriford Development Framework Evidence Report (Final Report, February 2009). Datatrawl was supplemented by site visit on 25th September 2014.

Slight to moderate adverse effect

The above assessment considers the current scheme proposals which are at an outline stage and without the benefit of replacement tree planting as mitigation over and above the existing scheme. Recommendations for replacement and new tree planting are made in Section 5 of the WTVA report, in order to ulitmately retain a 
green and treed character to the transport route, particularly at the Derriford roundabout and A386 southern approach to the roundabout. It is anticipated that a mitigation planting scheme will be designed in detail at a later stage of the project. Assuming the recommendations for mitigation planting were implemented, the adverse 
townscape and visual effects of the proposed scheme would be neutralised in the long term. 

Step 3

Changes to the wider area will result 
from the Derriford development 
framework, including new movement 
corridors and development.
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